
The Tower is the fourth expansion for CARCASSONNE. A copy of 
CARCASSONNE (Basic Game) is required to play this expansion.  
This expansion may be combined with any other expansion.  
The basic rules for CARCASSONNE remain unchanged. 
Here are the new elements introduced in this expansion: 

Components
•�18�Land�tiles,�each�showing 

a tower foundation
•30�wooden�tower�floors
•1�tile�tower�

The tile tower 
Do�not�disassemble�the�tile�tower�when�storing�the�game.�When�using�
the�tile�tower,�first�shuffle�all�the�tiles�face-down,�and�then�place�them�
in�the�tower�without�looking.�During�the�game,�you�may�take�your�tiles�
from�the�top�or�the�bottom�of�the�tower.�However,�in�order�to�avoid�
causing�the�tower�and�the�tiles�to�fall,�we�recommend�taking�them�
from the top.

Expansion setup
Shuffle�the�18�new�Land�tiles�with�the�others.�Then,�put�all�the�tiles�in�
the�tower.�You�can�put�the�tiles�in�the�left�side,�the�right�side,�or�both:�
this�has�no�impact�on�gameplay.� 
Place the tile tower within easy reach of each player.
Depending�on�the�number�of�players,�each�player�takes�a�certain�
number of wooden tower floors that he puts in his supply:
2 players:�10�floors� 3 players : 9 floors
4 players: 7 floors  5 players : 6 floors
6 players: 5 floors (Inns & Cathedrals required to play with 6 players)

Playing the game
First,�the�player�starts�his�turn�by�drawing�a�tile�from�the�tower�and�
placing�it�according�to�the�normal�rules.�The�same�rules�apply�to�the�
18�new�Land�tiles.�When�a�player�places�a�tile,�he�can�now�choose�one 
of�the�following�four actions:
•�Place�one�of�his�followers�on�the�tile�he�has�just�played,�following�the�

normal rules.
3 new actions:
•�Place�one�of�his�tower�floors�on�any�Land�tile�featuring�a�tower�

foundation (any such tile already in play).
•Place�one�of�his�tower�floors�on�an�already�started�tower.
•�Place�one�of�his�followers�on�an�already�started�tower.�This�completes�

and ends the tower.

Place a tower floor and capture a follower
Each�time�a�player�places�a�tower�floor,�he�may�immediately�capture�
one of his opponents' followers. The follower is now the player's 
prisoner,�which�he�puts�in�front�of�himself.
Which�followers�a�player�may�capture�depends�on�the�height�of�the�
tower (number of floors) where the player played his tower floor. 
 



When�a�player�places�the�first�floor�of�a�tower,�he�may�capture�a�
follower located on one of these tiles: the tile where the tower is and 
each tile that is orthogonally adjacent to the tile with the tower. 
Diagonally�adjacent�tiles�do�not�count.

When�a�player�places�the�second�
floor�of�a�tower,�he�can�capture�a�
follower that is located on one of these 9 tiles (numbered below).

Thus,�each�floor�that�comprises�the�tower�extends�the�tower's�
reach�by�4�tiles�(one�in�each�direction).�This�reach�goes�beyond�
empty spaces on the board and over all towers. There is no limit on 
the�height�of�a�tower.

Place a follower on a tower
When�a�player�places�a�follower�on�a�tower,�the�tower�is�
completed and no more floors may be added onto that 
tower. That follower will remain on the tower until the end of 
the�game.�Furthermore,�a�follower�atop�a�tower�may�not�be�
captured or returned to its owner's supply. A player usually 
takes�this�action�to�prevent�his�followers�from�being�captured.

Prisoners
When�2�players�have�a�prisoner�belonging�to�
the�other,�these�prisoners�are�automatically�
exchanged and returned to their respective 
owner.�No�negotiations�take�place�(as�they�are�not�required).�

In�addition,�on�his�turn,�a�player�has�the�option�to�take�back�one of his 
imprisoned�follower.�To�accomplish�this,�the�player�must�pay�a�ransom�
of 3 points to the opponent who captured the follower. This ransom is 
paid�for�by�moving�back�the�player's�marker�3�spaces�on�the�scoreboard�
and�advancing�his�opponent's�marker�3�spaces.�If�the�player�does�not�
have�3�points,�he�may�not�pay�the�ransom�to�reclaim�his�follower.�Once�
returned,�a�follower�may�be�used�immediately.

New Land Tiles
The�new�tiles�do�not�have�special�characteristics,�with�the�
exception of the tower foundations.

Note:�On�this�tile,�there�is�a�total�of�four�fields,�divided�
by the road and the city.
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Red places the second 
tower floor and can 
capture one of these 
followers:
green on tile 1,  
blue on tile 6, OR 
yellow on tile 9.

Red places the first tower floor and 
captures the blue follower located on 
tile number 4.


